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Early life and education (1930–53)

David Buckingham (Fig. 1) was born in Sydney on 28 January 1930.

He grew up on Sydney’s North Shore with his parents Reginald and

Grace (née Elliot) and his elder sister Joslin and her twin brother

Michael (who also became a distinguished physical scientist), as

shown in Fig. 2. His parents were born in England, emigrating sep-

arately to Australia before World War 1 and marrying in 1923. For

over forty years, Reginald worked for Dalgety and Co. Limited,

serving the rural sector. Grace trained as a nurse in wartime London

and came back to Australia in 1920, and was involved in helping to

develop the nation’s early baby-health clinics; she returned to Eng-

land eleven years after Reginald’s death in 1956. David’s first name,

Amyand (the ‘A’ in the ‘ADB’ acronym used by his colleagues), had

Huguenot origins on Grace’s side of the family. Among these

ancestors was Claudius Amyand, who was elected Fellow of the

Royal Society (FRS) in 1716 andwas surgeon toGeorge I andGeorge

II; in 1735, he performed the first recorded successful appendicec-

tomy. Grace’s brother, JohnAmyand Elliot died in action at Gallipoli

in 1915. David treasured his Australian origins throughout his life.1

David attended Barker College, where, in 1947, he was both

head prefect and dux. He and his brother Michael (who had also

been Barker’s dux two years earlier) both studied in the Faculty of

Science at the University of Sydney. They would each win a

University Medal (Michael’s in physics and David’s in chemistry)

before going to England to study for their respective doctorates.

Only Michael would return permanently to Australia, as a promi-

nent physicist at the Universities of Sydney and of Western

Australia, where he was Professor of Theoretical Physics (1964–

92). David has written that he learned fromMichael ‘the importance

of mathematics and fundamentals’—as was amply demonstrated

throughout David’s career in molecular science.2 His talented

cohort of first-year undergraduates in 1948 included four future

Fellows of the Royal Society (OwenM. Phillips, AlanM. Sargeson,

J. Stewart Turner, and him) and others who would become Fellows

of the Australian Academy of Science (AAS), including Neville H.

Fletcher. The group of science students with whom he took hisMSc

in 1953 are shown in Fig. 3. During his six years in the Sydney

academic community, David overlapped with many students and

staff members who were (already or later) pivotal figures in

Australian science.

Fig. 1. Professor A. David Buckingham, together with his character-

istic signature.

* This article is adapted from amemoir that was commissioned by the Royal Society and will appear in Volume 72 (2022) of Biographical Memoirs of Fellows
of the Royal Society. It is published here with minor amendments to the original memoir.

1 Clary and Orr (1997a); Buckingham (1998).
2 Buckingham (1998).
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During 1951–3, David’s BSc Honours and MSc research pro-

jects were supervised by Professor of Chemistry, R. J. W. Le Fèvre,

an internationally renowned physical-organic chemist who was a

founding member of the AAS in 1954, and was elected FRS in

1959.3 In the Le Fèvre tradition of interpreting electric dipole

moments in terms of molecular structure, David adapted dielectric

theories ‘to allow for the influence of molecular shape on the static

dielectric constant of a liquid’.4 He published as many as eight

papers during his two and a half years as a research student at

Sydney University.

David excelled at cricket, captaining Barker College’s First XI

in 1946 and 1947 and gaining a cricket blue at Sydney University.

Early in 1952, after David had graduated with a UniversityMedal in

chemistry and the Masson Memorial Scholarship of the Royal

Australian Chemical Institute (RACI), a Sydney newspaper pub-

lished a short item headlined ‘Cricketer gets degree’.5

PhD at Cambridge (1953–5)

In 1953, David gained a Shell Postgraduate Scholarship at Cam-

bridge in the Department of Theoretical Chemistry headed by Sir

John Lennard-Jones—a prominent name in the field of intermo-

lecular forces where David himself would later gain comparable

fame. However, because Lennard-Jones was about to leave Cam-

bridge, David became the first PhD student of John Pople, who was

Fig. 3. Graduating Science students at Sydney University in 1953. David Buckingham is fourth from the right. Second from the right is

inorganic chemist Alan Sargeson, another member of the 1948 cohort who was later elected FRS and FAA.

Fig. 2. Young David Buckingham (right) aged 9, with sister Joslin and brother Michael.

3 Aroney and Buckingham (1988).
4 Buckingham (1953).
5 A copy of a press clipping, probably from the Sydney Morning Herald in March 1952, has been provided by the Buckingham family.
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only four years older than he. Pople, whowouldwin aNobel Prize in

1998 for computational methods in quantum chemistry, was elected

FRS in 1961 and knighted (KBE) in 2003.6 The Cambridge theo-

retical chemistry group of that era is depicted in Fig. 4.

Buckingham and Pople generatedmany influential publications on

dielectric properties of imperfect gases and hyperpolarization of

molecules. David has stated that he ‘benefited greatly from the

mathematical rigor and elegance that (Pople) brought to bear on some

of the problems that (they) worked on’.7 Likewise, Pople has extolled

David’s leading role in generating their prolific research output and

declared: ‘In retrospect, it is hard to imagine amore fortunate start than

acquiring someone like David Buckingham as a first student!’8

Oxford (1955–65)

After completing his PhD in two years, David moved in 1955 to

Oxford as a senior student of the Royal Commission for the Exhibi-

tion of 1851 and as a lecturer of Christ Church Oxford. Initially, he

joined the Physical Chemistry Laboratory and set out to complement

his theoretical research with experiments on second dielectric virial

coefficients of gases, which he and Pople expected to be a ‘useful

probe of anisotropic intermolecular potentials’.9 In 1958, David

became a university lecturer in inorganic chemistry while remaining

at Christ Church. Among his DPhil students at Oxford were Roger

Raab, Philip Stephens (who was elected FRS in 2008), James Bridge

and David Dunmur. During this period, David published many

insightful theoretical papers covering dielectric constants of dense

fluids, solvent and pressure effects in infrared spectroscopy, depo-

larized light scattering from dense fluids, electro-, magneto- and

nonlinear-optical effects, and mechanisms of NMR spectra.

At Oxford, David was an inspiring tutor to undergraduates.

Jonathan Connor, who became Professor of Theoretical Chemistry

at the University of Manchester, recalls: ‘At Christ Church, he

seemed to be an order of magnitude more dynamic than everybody

else. He thought quickly, spoke quickly and even walked quickly.

You had to almost run to keep up with him’. He formed a formidable

teaching partnership with the organic chemist Paul Kent, and Buck-

ingham and Kent were known as ‘the County Pair’—an allusion to

the so-called Home Counties surrounding Greater London.

From 1959 onwards, David’s experimental work was able to

take advantage of superior facilities and technical support at

Teddington in the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) where Pople

had become superintendent of the Basic Physics Division. There,

David10 and postdoctoral fellow Ray Disch (from Harvard)11

Fig. 4. The theoretical chemists at Cambridge University in 1955. David Buckingham is third from the

right in the back row looking over the shoulder of John Pople. In the front row are Frank Boys, Christopher

Longuet-Higgins and George Hall.

6 Buckingham (2006).
7 Clary and Orr (1997b), p. 5.
8 Pople (1997), p. xiii.
9 Buckingham (1998), p. xvii.
10 Buckingham (1959a); Buckingham (1959b).
11 Buckingham and Disch (1963).
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realised a novel birefringence experiment to directly measure the

electric quadrupole moment of gas-phase carbon dioxide mole-

cules; this led to the cgs unit for electric quadrupole moments being

known as ‘the Buckingham’.

AtOxford (Fig. 5) David revelled in the company of personalities

in Christ Church’s SeniorCommonRoom.One of thesewas the poet

W. H. Auden to whom, explaining his scientific interests in 1963,

David presented a copy of George Gamow’s book Mr Tompkins in

Wonderland. DPhil student David Dunmur recalls David’s excite-

ment, nine months later, at receiving from Auden a handwritten

poem entitled ‘After Reading a Child’s Guide toModern Physics’—

immortalising in poetry theBuckingham enthusiasm for science. His

ten years in college, with beautifully furnished rooms (including a

Van Dyck painting), heightened David’s appreciation of history,

architecture, silver, furniture and fine wine.

In July 1964, David sailed from Southampton to Montréal,

bound for research in Ottawa. On this voyage hemet Jillian Bowles,

a physiotherapist who was heading to a post in British Columbia.

They were engaged in January 1965 andmarried in Oxford at Christ

Church Cathedral six months later. Jill was David’s discerning and

highly supportive partner during more than fifty-five years of

marriage.

Bristol (1965–9)

In September 1965, David took up the inaugural Chair of Theoretical

Chemistry at the University of Bristol. In his first week he presented

the opening paper at a Faraday Discussion on the theory of long-

range intermolecular forces.12 This also coincided with the arrival of

one of us (BJO) as David’s first research student from his native

Australia; twelve years apart, our respective first research projects

had both been supervised by Le Fèvre. Under the direction of David

Dunmur (who had recently completed his Oxford DPhil research),

the instrumentsweremoved fromNPL toBristol. The research group

in Bristol comprised a lively international brigade from Argentina,

Australia, Canada, Nigeria, the Netherlands, and the USA (as well as

Scotland and Wales), with English locals far outnumbered.

Research carried out in David’s department in Bristol had

widespread scientific impact. His outstanding theoretical insight

into higher-order molecular polarizabilities was complemented by

refined birefringence measurements of molecular hyperpolarizabil-

ities (relevant to the emerging area of nonlinear optics), prolific

NMR studies of molecules oriented in liquid-crystal media, and

mechanistic investigations of atomic and molecular properties and

spectra in gases and condensed phases.13

David’s lectures in Bristol were often attended by other aca-

demic staff who were keen to learn what they could from their new

professor. One day, he paused to ask the audience: ‘Is that clear?’.

The loud response from a senior colleague was: ‘No, it is not!’.

Using his best cricketing skills, David played a straight bat and

explained, patiently and respectfully, the point that had escaped his

colleague. PhD students who were present regarded this incident

with amusement and awe.

By this time, David’s research was getting noticed by top

chemistry departments around the world. He had formal offers of

tempting positions from several leading universities such as MIT,

Toronto, Manchester, and Cambridge. The opportunity to return to

Cambridge in 1969, where he had completed his PhD fourteen years

before, was particularly appealing.

Cambridge (1969–2021)

David was elected to the 1968 Chair of Chemistry at the University

of Cambridge. The two previous theoretical chemistry professors

(Sir John Lennard-Jones and Christopher Longuet-Higgins) had

both held John Humphrey Plummer Professorships which were not

dedicated to particular subjects. After Longuet-Higgins resigned,

the university established in 1968 a statutory professorship in the-

oretical chemistry. This was based in the chemistry department

which also included at that time organic and inorganic chemistry.

Rather remarkably, physical chemistry was separate; a unified

department of chemistry was not formed until 1988. David was

elected a Professorial Fellow at Pembroke College in 1970.

In 1969, the other academic staff in his department were Frank

Boys and Anthony Stone. Boys was a pioneer in developing

quantum chemistry methods but was only a university lecturer.

Promotions were then rare and David’s first priority was to secure a

readership for Boys. Sadly, Boys died just afterwards in the same

year (1972) that he was elected FRS.

Boys was followed in quantum chemistry by Nicholas Handy,

who became a close colleague of David. Other university appoint-

ments that David made included Paul Madden, David Clary, and

David Wales. These four were later elected FRS, as were others in

David’s department, including Laurence Barron, Ruth Lynden-Bell,

Fig. 5. David Buckingham in the gardens of Christ Church, Oxford in

1955.

12 Buckingham (1965b).
13 Buckingham (1967); Klemperer (1997).
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Patrick Fowler, Jeremy Hutson, and Tim Softley. With colleagues

such as Barron and Softley, David continued to promote experi-

mental work ‘to keep the theoreticians honest’, as he would often

explain.

David considered the weekly seminars in theoretical chemistry

to be the heart of his department. He would sit in the front row and

invariably ask the first question. Also, he always gave the first

seminar at the beginning of each academic year. His own research

lectures were a model of style and clarity. He often quoted the

principle that ‘people come away from seminars remembering one

thing or nothing!’. As he had done in Bristol, David gave wise

advice and support to the theoretical chemistry students and aca-

demics in his department and followed their careers with interest.

He went out of his way to welcome students and postdoctoral

researchers from overseas (Fig. 6).

For over twenty-five years, David presented undergraduate

lectures on quantum mechanics, targeting the top students in

Natural Sciences to inspire them to undertake PhDs in his depart-

ment. Peter Knowles, Professor of Theoretical Chemistry at Cardiff

University, said: ‘Most of us found the subject matter of David’s

lectures quite impenetrable, but there was an awareness that

something special was going on. Each lecture was a polished

performance without any notes, that started top-left and finished

bottom-right of the blackboard.’

David continued to attract first-rate PhD students and postdoc-

toral researchers to his group. He encouraged students to develop

their own ideas and sometimes to publish on their own. His

collaboration with Laurence Barron on the Raman scattering of

circularly polarized light led to the field of vibrational optical

activity. With Patrick Fowler he developed a useful ab initiomodel

for predicting the structures of van der Waals molecules.

Hewas also active on the national academic and scientific scene.

He was president of the Faraday Division of the Royal Society of

Chemistry (1987–9). He was on the Council of the Royal Society

(1999–2001) and served on several of its committees.

When David retired in 1997 a major conference in his honour

was held at Pembroke College. A book describing his career with

expert comments on some of his major papers was published.14

Fig. 7 shows David and Jill Buckingham with plenary speakers

Ahmed Zewail, John Pople and Bill Klemperer. This gathering was

timely, as the Nobel Prize for Chemistry was awarded to Pople in

the next year and to Zewail in the year after that.

David became Emeritus Professor of Chemistry and Emeritus

Fellow of Pembroke in 1997. He was elected Honorary Fellow of

Pembroke in 2005. He continued to publish original papers until

shortly before he died, addressing frontiers such as: nonlinear-

optical effects in small chiral molecules; NMR-modulated neutron

scattering; time-reversal and molecular properties; discrimination

of molecular chirality by NMR.15

Fig. 7. Ahmed Zewail, John Pople, David Buckingham, Jill Buckingham and Bill Klemperer at the 1997

conference.

Fig. 6. David Buckingham in his office at the University Chemical

Laboratory, Lensfield Road, Cambridge.

14 Clary and Orr (1997a).
15 Buckingham (2004).
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Major scientific contributions

David Buckingham made many significant theoretical and experi-

mental contributions to the understanding of optical, electric and

magnetic properties of molecules. Over a wide topical range, they

bear the stamp of his scientific vision and determination to gain

insight into problems that he saw as inadequately understood. David

brought mathematical elegance, critical analysis of potentially

overlooked mechanisms, and a close synergy between theory and

experiment. He tackled difficult problems and was always opti-

mistic about finding new phenomena, insights or techniques. For

instance, Kees de Lange (one of David’s PhD students in Bristol)

has recently commented on ‘David’s conviction that detailed

studies on small well characterized molecules could never fail to

provide breakthroughs somehow’.

Selected examples of David’s major research contributions are

summarised below, as further detailed in the book that celebrates his

career,16 and in an autobiographical review.17

Imperfect polar gases

With John Pople, David published statistical-mechanical theories of

imperfect polar gases, extending beyond permanent electric dipole

moments to include dipole-(induced dipole) interactions and

quadrupole forces.18 Detailed expressions were derived for the

second density virial coefficients from force fields. Calculations of

second dielectric virial coefficients also showed that dipole inter-

actions increase the total polarization and that molecular-shape

effects are significant. Quantities such as virial coefficients can now

be calculated with sophisticated force fields determined from

accurate ab initio computations but these early papers of Buck-

ingham and Pople demonstrated the rich opportunity for relating

intermolecular forces to measurements of molecular properties.

Solvent effects on vibrational spectra

In 1960, David advanced insight into infrared and Raman spectra of

dense fluids.19 Solvent-solute interactions cause such spectra to

differ from those in the gas phase and he realised that spectra of

dense fluids could give new information on intermolecular forces.

David used equilibrium statistical mechanics to develop a theory for

spectral shifts, widths and intensities.20 He was the first to calculate

moments for infrared and Raman spectra, yielding new predictions

that agree with experiment. The relative shift in overtone bands was

found to match that in the fundamental and to be independent of

isotopic substitution. For polyatomics, he predicted redshifts in

stretching vibrations and blueshifts in bending modes.

More recently, computer simulations (including all degrees of

freedom, quantum effects, and increasingly more accurate potential

energy surfaces) have enabled detailed prediction of solvent

effects.21 However, compared to extensive computations, David’s

analytical predictions frequently offer more direct insight into

underlying intermolecular forces.

Experiments with oriented molecules

In 1964, David delivered his prestigious Tilden Lecture to the

Chemical Society in London.22 Although most of his publications

were specialised and pitched to the scientific cognoscenti, this

article addressed readers in other areas of chemistry. It is effectively

a digest of research progress made in Oxford and a prospectus for

future work in Bristol. Orientation mechanisms in external fields,

such as birefringence experiments including the electro-optic Kerr

effect andmeasurement of quadrupole moments, are discussed. The

final part of the paper gives a forward-looking description of NMR

measurements in which the absolute sign of spin-spin coupling is

determined by orienting molecules in an electric field.23

David’s Tilden Lecture article also mentions what was then the

latest observation that a magnetic field could substantially orient

molecules in a liquid-crystal solvent.24 In Bristol, this became a

highly productive research area for him and his PhD students Elliott

Burnell and Kees de Lange.25 It is notable that even H2 molecules are

partially aligned in a nematic solvent,26 leading to new research on

subtle quantum-rotor effects in subsequent liquid-crystal NMR stud-

ies of all the H, D and T isotopic variants of molecular hydrogen.27

Measurement of electric multipole moments

Throughout his career, David studied physical processes influenced

by molecular multipole moments.28 His earliest research at Sydney

University concerned extraction of ‘true’ electric dipole moments

(symbolised by a vector l(0)),29 equivalent to those measured in the

gas phase, from experiments on small molecules in dilute solution

or in dense fluids.

A major contribution comprised experimental evaluation of

molecular electric quadrupole moments (symbolised by a second-

16 Clary and Orr (1997a). This celebratory book contains expert review chapters by D. A. Dunmur, G. L. D. Ritchie (with R. L. Disch), M. P. Bogaard, A. J.
Stone,W. Klemperer, A. C. Legon, C. G. Gray and C. G. Joslin, C. A. de Lange, J. F.Ward, L. D. Barron, C. J. Jameson, and E. E. Burnell, with forewords by
J. A. Pople, D. R. Herschbach, J. M. Thomas, and A. H. Zewail. This book was published by Elsevier in recognition of A. D. Buckingham’s service as a
scientific editor over many years.

17 Buckingham (1998).
18 Buckingham and Pople (1955a); Buckingham and Pople (1955b).
19 Buckingham (1960).
20 Gray and Joslin (1997).
21 Gray, Gubbins and Joslin (2011).
22 Buckingham (1965a).
23 Buckingham and McLauchlan (1963).
24 Saupe and Englert (1963).
25 Buckingham and McLauchlan (1967); Buckingham (1974); Burnell (1997).
26 Buckingham, Burnell and de Lange (1968).
27 Burnell and others (1982); Snijders and others (1983); Burnell and others (1997); Burnell (1997).
28 Buckingham (1970); Buckingham (1972).
29 Buckingham (1953).
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rank tensorQ(0)), which indicate the distribution of electric charge

in a molecule. The 1936 Nobel Laureate Peter Debye, after whom

the pre-SI unit for electric dipole moments is named, proposed in

1963 that Buckingham (B) cgs units (1 � 10�26 e.s.u.) should be

used for Q(0). Debye was prompted by the ingenious optical

measurement of Q(0) for carbon dioxide,30 where a tiny spatial

refractive-index difference was probed over a 1.25-m path in a gas

by linearly polarized light passing through a strong electric-field

gradient in which the uniform electric-field strength was zero. This

‘quadrupolar birefringence’ arose primarily by orientation of aniso-

tropically polarizable molecules. David and his co-workers pub-

lished later quadrupolar birefringence results.31 David Dunmur,

who for his DPhil added a HeNe laser and refined electronics to the

NPL apparatus, notes that their paper has been cited in mineralogi-

cal modelling of nitrogen adsorption in extraction of Australian

shale gas.32 Remarkably, the current experimental value of the

quadrupole moment of CO2 is virtually identical to that originally

reported.33

Theory of molecular moments and intermolecular forces

In 1966, David ruptured an Achilles tendon when playing squash in

Bristol. This put him in plaster for many weeks and gave him time to

derive a rigorous semiclassical formalism for electromagnetic scat-

tering from molecules that went beyond the electric-dipole approxi-

mation.34This landmarkpaper has been reviewedbyBillKlemperer.35

Applications of the theory include those to Raman optical

activity, circular dichroism of oriented molecules and the linear

effect of an electrostatic field on the scattering of light by gases.

Also, David’s expressions for long-range intermolecular forces are

nowadays used routinely in simulations of complex systems includ-

ing fluids, materials and biomolecules. This paper chose several

examples: a point charge interacting with linear and tetrahedral

molecules; interactions between spherical and tetrahedral mole-

cules, and between two linear molecules. The main theory was

derived in a Cartesian representation but, for these special cases, the

long-range terms in the potential were also expressed usefully in

angles of molecular orientation. Advances in ab initio quantum

chemistry, including work by David’s colleagues Nicholas Handy

and Roger Amos,36 later enabled accurate computation of various

higher-order moments and polarizabilities that David’s group had

previously derived from experimental measurements.

First- and higher-order polarizabilities

Associated with permanent electric multipole moments (l(0), Q(0),

y) are induced moments arising from the interaction of electric,

magnetic and radiation fields with molecular polarizabilities.

Power-series expansions of the molecular dipole and quadrupole

moments induced by a static electric field vector F contain the

conventional electric-dipole polarizability tensor a and hyperpo-

larizabilities b and g, y together with additional quadrupolar

tensors A, B and C arising from an electric field gradient F9.37

Expansions were made of field-dependent electric-moment vectors

l and Q, as well as the magnetic-moment vector m9 (with field-

induced terms added to the permanent paramagnetic momentm(0))

in a semiclassical periodic electromagnetic field; this introduces

additional tensors, including diamagnetic susceptibilities. The

‘quadrupole moment paradox’, in whichQ(0) for a dipolar molecule

is origin-dependent, was finally resolved38 in terms of an effective

quadrupole centre about which the first moment of polarizability

anisotropy is zero; this is defined by real tensorsA andG, which are

cross-term polarizabilities of l with Q and m, respectively.

The anisotropy Da of the molecular optical polarizability is

needed to interpret birefringence experiments, such as the above-

mentioned electric quadrupole-moment measurements.39 For his

DPhil, James Bridge refined techniques to measure depolarization

ratios of Rayleigh light scattering to yield various Da values,40

which were later expanded by Martin Bogaard and others.41 A

review of electric-dipole polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities

in a volume edited by David covered interests of his Oxford and

Bristol research groups.42 Polarizability anisotropy derivatives with

respect to internuclear distancewere also evaluated,43 bymeasuring

intensity ratios for depolarized and polarized Raman scattering

from diatomic molecules on specific rotational lines. Later signifi-

cant research on vibrational contributions to hyperpolarizabilities

such as b and g is also relevant.44

Differential light scattering and optical activity

David’s fascination with chiral effects (in both molecules and light)

led to a fruitful collaboration in Cambridgewith postdoctoral fellow

Laurence Barron. Together, they developed semi-classical theories

of Rayleigh and Raman scattering from optically active mole-

cules,45 andmagnetic optical activity in light scattering from achiral

molecules.46 These, as well as vibrational optical activity, are

30 Buckingham and Disch (1963).
31 Buckingham, Disch and Dunmur (1968).
32 Ekundayo, Rezaee and Fan (2021).
33 Ritchie and Disch (1997).
34 Buckingham (1967).
35 Klemperer (1997).
36 Amos and others (1988).
37 Buckingham (1967).
38 Buckingham and Longuet-Higgins (1968).
39 Buckingham and Disch (1963); Buckingham, Disch and Dunmur (1968); Ritchie and Disch (1997).
40 Bridge and Buckingham (1964); Bridge and Buckingham (1966).
41 Bogaard and others (1978); Bogaard (1997).
42 Bogaard and Orr (1975).
43 Buckingham, Hamaguchi and Suzuki (1981); Bogaard (1997).
44 Shelton and Rice (1994); Bishop (1994).
45 Barron and Buckingham (1971).
46 Barron and Buckingham (1972).
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addressed in various reviews,47 including high relevance to studies

of biomolecules. The first successful Raman circular intensity dif-

ferential experiments were realised in Cambridge by Barron,

Bogaard and Buckingham.48

Nonlinear optics

For his PhD, David predicted observables of gas-phase electric

birefringence (electro-optic Kerr effect) experiments.49 Added to

conventional contributions from molecular components of l and a
were extra terms involving hyperpolarizabilities b and g. The
advent of lasers in 1960 led to the new field of nonlinear optics on

whichmuch ofmodern telecomnow relies.50 It was soon recognised

that the above static-field forms ofb and g are closely related to the

susceptibilities intrinsic to nonlinear-optical processes.51

Moreover, Davidwas first to propose an all-optical variant of the

Kerr effect,52 in which intense light induces birefringence via

components of a and g; this was a precursor for various four-

wave mixing processes in nonlinear optics and optical

telecommunications.53

Motivated by David’s Kerr-effect theory,54 fixed-temperature

gas-phase measurements of atoms and quasi-spherical molecules

yielded g values,55 while T-dependence studies of non-spherical

molecules enabled terms involving l, a, b and g to be separated.56

As in the case of quadrupolar birefringence,57 quantum-statistical

corrections are needed to the classically predicted T-dependence of

the Kerr effect; these were verified experimentally.58

Nonlinear-optical diagrammatic perturbation theory was found

to yield divergent formulae for gwhen zero static-field frequencies

replaced optical frequencies, although realistic results could be

derived by double perturbation theory.59 A collaboration by one of

us (BJO) with JohnWard (largely by correspondence and spanning

five cities, four countries and five years) eventually resulted in a

much-cited formulation to resolve that theoretical anomaly.60

A decade later, David and his PhD student David Shelton

devised a novel nonlinear-optical technique to measure hyperpolar-

izabilities b and g for static-electric-field-induced second-

harmonic generation (ESHG) in fluids.61 This yieldedmore reliable

ESHG estimates of b and g for comparison with computed values,

as well as dispersion studies to evaluate vibrational contributions to

hyperpolarizability.62

Novel spectroscopic techniques

David’s insight into the Stark effect63 and magnetic optical activ-

ity64 promoted fruitful collaborations on high-resolution Stark or

Kerr-effect spectroscopy65 andmagnetic-rotation spectra66 with the

group of Donald Ramsay at the National Research Council of

Canada.

Theoretical work in the emerging area of photoelectron spec-

troscopy (PES) also resulted in a rotationally resolved formulation

of PES for diatomic molecules, exploring whether the angular

distribution of photoelectrons might indicate the molecular orbital

from which they had been ejected.67 This speculative paper was

later widely cited as ‘BOS theory’ once high-resolution methods

such as ZEKE had enabled rotational-state-resolved PES studies.68

Effects of collisions on molecular properties

A seminar by George Tabisz, on sabbatical at Cambridge from

Manitoba, led to a major collaboration on howmolecular properties

are influenced by collisions. Tabisz presented some unexplained

features in the Rayleigh scattering of molecules such as CH4 and

CF4. David’s suggestion that electric field gradients in the molec-

ular interactions could be responsible led to what is now known as

collision-induced rotational Raman scattering;69 higher-order

molecular properties were determined from observed scattering

data as well as selection rules for rotational transitions in molecular

collisions. Other groups advanced this research.70 Many of David’s

47 Barron and Buckingham (1975); Buckingham (1994); Barron (1997); Barron and Buckingham (2010); Barron (2015).
48 Barron, Bogaard and Buckingham (1973a); Barron, Bogaard and Buckingham (1973b).
49 Buckingham and Pople (1955c); Buckingham and Pople (1955d); Dunmur (1997).
50 Franken and Ward (1963).
51 Buckingham (1965a); Bogaard and Orr (1975).
52 Buckingham (1956).
53Ward (1997).
54 Buckingham and Pople (1955c); Buckingham and Pople (1955d); Dunmur (1997).
55 Buckingham and Dunmur (1968).
56 Buckingham and Orr (1968); Buckingham and Orr (1969).
57 Buckingham and Pariseau (1966).
58 Buckingham and Orr (1968).
59 Buckingham (1962); Bogaard and others (1967).
60 Orr and Ward (1971).
61 Shelton and Buckingham (1982).
62 Shelton and Rice (1994).
63 Buckingham (1970); Buckingham (1972).
64 Buckingham and Stephens (1966).
65 Buckingham and Ramsay (1965); Buckingham, Ramsay and Tyrrell (1970); Brown, Buckingham and Ramsay (1971).
66 Brown, Buckingham and Ramsay (1971).
67 Buckingham, Orr and Sichel (1970).
68 de Lange (1997).
69 Buckingham and Tabisz (1977); Buckingham and Tabisz (1978).
70 Bancewicz and others (2004).
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best ideas came from lectures or papers with unexplained observed

phenomena that could be understood from underlying intermolec-

ular forces.

Structures of van der Waals molecules

At a 1982 Faraday Discussion in Oxford, Bill Klemperer com-

mented on the structure of a weakly-bound complex formed

between formaldehyde and hydrogen fluoride.71 He discounted

electrostatic interactions as the dipole-dipole interactionwas almost

zero for the observed orientation ofmolecules in the dimer. David at

once proposed that higher moments such as the quadrupole could be

important. Klemperer responded by adapting a Samuel Johnson

quote: ‘the quadrupole moment is the last refuge of a scoundrel!’

This good-humoured interaction inspired a new project for

David and Patrick Fowler on an ab initio model to predict the

structure of van der Waals molecules.72 Stone’s distributed multi-

pole analysis scheme was used to describe the electric charge

distribution around each monomer molecule. Short-range repulsive

interactions were represented by atommultipoles embedded in hard

spheres of appropriate van der Waals radii centred on the nuclei.

Their model predicted angular geometries of numerous molecular

complexes in agreement with experiment. Some deviations have

been observed for systems with strong repulsive anisotropies, as

was shown, somewhat triumphantly, by Klemperer for complexes

such as HF–ClF.73 Nevertheless, subsequent refinements of the

model have continued to demonstrate its utility and it has even been

extended to the structures of biological molecules.74

Isotope effects and hydrogen bonding

David’s understanding of intermolecular forces was applied to the

important problem of hydrogen bonding.75 He and Werner Urland

suggested that hydrogen bonds are generally weaker than deuterium

bonds, as bending-vibrational amplitudes for X–HyY are greater

than for X–DyY and the linear configuration is optimum for

hydrogen bonding. David and his PhD student George Hentschel

examined the importance of this effect on the partial miscibility of

protonated and deuterated polymers.76 They concluded that, while

isotope segregation is unlikely for small hydrocarbons, it becomes

more important for larger polymer systems. This prediction has

been confirmed in several subsequent experiments.77

A highly cited article with Janet Del Bene and Sean McDowell

discussed some other exceptions in hydrogen bonding including

proton-shared and ion-pair bonds.78 By considering harmonic and

anharmonic vibrations of X–H in various complexes, no fundamen-

tal difference was found between blue-shifting and red-shifting

bonds. These findings are relevant to structure and properties of

water clusters and hydrogen-bonded liquids.

Chirality in NMR spectroscopy

David’s sense of research adventure is well illustrated by his

expectation that NMR spectroscopy might be used to discern

molecular chirality (that is, to distinguish mirror-image forms of an

optically active molecule). The abstract of his first paper on this

topic, published in 2004, is reproduced below to demonstrate

David’s remarkable ability to deliver an incisive message about a

set of complicated physical concepts:

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra are blind to chirality unless the

environment discriminates D and L enantiomers. However, a

nuclear magnetic moment in the x-direction combined with the

strong magnetic field Bz
(0) induces, through an odd-parity coupling

in a freely tumbling chiral molecule, an electric dipole moment in

the y-direction. Estimates of the rotating electric polarization at the

NMR frequency following a p/2 pulse indicate that it should be

detectable in favourable cases, foreshadowing a new dimension for

the NMR spectroscopy of chiral molecules.79

In his last years, David was passionate about this quest for an

adaptation of NMR that would be ‘of particular interest in the study

of molecules of biological importance’. He was involved with

colleagues from the Max Planck Society and CNRS in efforts to

prove this.

Scientific editing

David was Editor ofMolecular Physics (1968–72) and International

Reviews in Physical Chemistry (1981–89). However, he is best

remembered as Editor of Chemical Physics Letters (1978–99).80 He

started as editor before the advent of e-mail and the internet, and

corresponded with his perfect handwriting. He received over 1000

papers each year which he checked and corrected meticulously. As

many as fifteen authors who published in Chemical Physics Letters

whenDavid was editor went on to win the Nobel Prize (including his

fellow Editor and close friend, Ahmed Zewail).

David Buckingham’s connections with Australia

Throughout his distinguished career, David retained an active

interest in Australia’s science (not to mention its cricket and

politics!) He was a fellow of the RACI and had won its Masson

Memorial Scholarship in 1952 and its Rennie Memorial Medal in

1958. His lectures and personal contact during his regular visits to

Australia influenced generations of young Australian scientists.

Many of them were PhD-student, postdoctoral and/or sabbatical-

leave members of his research groups in Bristol and Cambridge.

David was welcomed warmly in numerous Australian research

centres and at scientific conferences. He had a particularly strong

affinity with Professors David Craig and Noel Hush—his counter-

part leaders in theoretical chemistry at the Australian National

71 Klemperer (1982).
72 Buckingham and Fowler (1985); Legon (1997).
73 Baiocchi, Reiher and Klemperer (1983).
74 Ren and others (2012).
75 Buckingham and Urland (1975).
76 Buckingham and Hentschel (1980).
77White, Lipson and Higgins (2010).
78 Buckingham, Del Bene and McDowell (2008).
79 Buckingham (2004).
80 Buckingham (2017).
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University and University of Sydney, respectively—and their

research colleagues. Figure 8 shows David lecturing in 1979 in the

School of Chemistry from which he had originally graduated.

During his several-months’ stay in Australia in 1979, David re-

visited his family home in hilly Pymble, introduced himself to the

current owner and searched under the house to retrieve his school-

days chemistry set, still intact after at least twenty-five years’

storage: a relic that had set him on his career path.More remarkably,

at SydneyAirport a few days later with his family looking on, David

persuaded airline staff to accept the large cardboard box containing

his chemistry set as hand luggage for the return flight to England—

thanks to his characteristic blend of winning charm, irrepressible

logic and dogged determination!

Honours and awards

In 1997, David was appointed CBE by the Queen. He was elected

Fellow of the Royal Society in 1975. In 2008, he was elected as

CorrespondingMember of theAustralianAcademyofScience.Other

recent major awards include: Foreign Associate of the National

Academy of Sciences (USA, 1992); Foreign Honorary Member of

the American Academy of Arts and Sciences (1992); Harrie Massey

Medal and Prize of the Institute of Physics (1995); Foreign

Membership of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences (1996);

HughesMedal of the Royal Society (1996); Faraday Lectureship and

Prize of the Royal Society of Chemistry (1998); C.H. TownesAward

of the Optical Society of America (2001); Ahmed Zewail Prize in

Molecular Sciences (inaugural recipient, 2007).

Other interests

Following David’s achievements in cricket at school and uni-

versity in Australia, he was much involved in this sport in the UK.

As a Cambridge graduate student, he played first class cricket with

or against some of the greatest English players including Peter

May, Jim Laker, ‘Fiery’ Fred Trueman, Brian Close, Bill Edrich,

and Ted Dexter (Fig. 9). He was an opening batsman and occa-

sional off-break bowler. He also played first class cricket while a

don at Oxford and was treasurer of the Oxford University Cricket

Club. On his return to Cambridge as Professor of Chemistry, he

became treasurer of the Cambridge University Cricket Club and in

1990 was elected its president, a position he held for nineteen

years.

David greatly valued his family life (Fig. 10). Jill and David’s

children (Lucy, Mark and Alice) recall David as a playful father

when they were young: reading and inventing stories, playing board

games, helping them to develop ball skills and, more importantly, to

learn sportsmanship. He would promote conversation about current

affairs over breakfast and encourage them with their maths school-

work; he repaired the family bicycles and showed the children how

to fix their own. During 1981–93, David and Jill found a new

pastime: renovating a sixteenth-century house on a fifteen-acre

farm in Suffolk. David was able to relax there, working physically

rather than mentally, using his carpentry skills, restoring features

that had been hidden over the centuries, and connecting with his

teenagers. Other lovely homes followed, large enough to accom-

modate the expanding family’s eight grandchildren. Jill and David

provided memorable hospitality for many students, colleagues,

academic visitors and friends in their homes in Bristol, Cambridge

and Newmarket.

David Buckingham was an exceptionally talented person who

always sought excellence. His intellectual and athletic agility

served him well in science, sport and daily life. He was quick to

speak up for his beliefs and encouraged others to do likewise. His

formidable scientific legacy is complemented by the enduring

example of his dynamic personality.

After heart failure, David died on 4 February 2021. His COVID-

limited funeral on 1 March 2021 (St David’s Day, appropriately) in

Pembroke College’s seventeenth-century chapel was attended by

one of us (DCC) and broadcast online. His coffin was draped in the

Union Jack and the Australian flag. Jill’s floral arrangement

comprised eucalyptus foliage and seasonal daffodils—a green-

and-gold theme that would have appealed to David’s ‘Aussie’

instincts. The final tribute, presented by Pembroke Emeritus Fellow

Michael Kuczynski, described David as ‘unfailingly courteous’ and

quoted Robert Louis Stevenson:

That man is a success who has lived well, laughed often, and loved

much; who has gained the respect of intelligent men and the love of

children; who has filled his niche and accomplished his task; who

leaves the world better than he found ity; who looked for the best

in others and gave the best he had.
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